SMK P10 SHORTY

FOLLOW-UP TEST

SHORT ANSWER!
The editor concludes his test of the SMK P10 Shorty bullpup

T

here are some shooters out
there who don’t like bullpups
and that’s fine. Mind you, there are
plenty who don’t like pre-charged
pneumatics, or multi-shots, or
telescopic sights for that matter.
Whenever something different
emerges, there forms a small
queue of doubters, eye-rollers and
nay-sayers who ‘don’t see the need’
for it. Here’s the deal; there’s no
real ‘need’ for most of the things
that make our lives more enjoyable,
but it’s absolutely wonderful to
have them around should we fancy
using them.
The bullpup offers something
different, and it’s a difference many
of us appreciate. It doesn’t mean
we bullpup fanciers are looking
down on those who don’t get it; it’s
simply a new direction we’re happy
to exploit to the full. For me, the
balance, stability and convenience
of these compact air rifles is a thing
of practical beauty, even when the
bullpup itself is less than elegant.
When the rifle in question performs
so far above expectation that it

makes me doubt my own test
results, we have an enjoyable
difference that’s really worth
exploiting.

ENTER THE SMK P10
SHORTY
The new SMK P10 Shorty is that
very rifle in question, and after a
full two months of evaluation, I can
now accept my findings. Those
findings will be revealed over the

next two pages, but as a taster,
how about a 22mm diameter,
five-shot group, times six, at 45
yards, with an average variation of
just 8 feet per second over those
30 shots. These findings all came
from the .22 Shorty I’ve had on
test, and even as I stare at the

target cards I’m shaking my head
in disbelief.
Therefore, with its regulator
serving up 96 impressively similar,
pleasingly moderated shots per
220 bar charge of its titanium air
reservoir, plus the consistency and
accuracy already established, and

“we have an enjoyable difference
that’s really worth exploiting”

Eye/scope alignment is absolutely crucial.

throw in a perfectly usable,
two-stage adjustable trigger, topped
off with a comparatively modest
£489 price tag, we must be looking
at perfection in airgun form, yes?
Don’t be silly. Of course it’s not
perfect; no airgun is, and I’ll cover
its imperfections right now. It’s
worth noting, though, that these
exist mainly in comparison to the
barely believable performance of
the rifle itself. Basically, if the rest
of the Shorty wasn’t as good as it is,
its ‘shortcomings’ would hardly be
noticeable. In fact, the more I think
about it, these ‘faults’ are actually
suggested upgrades.
Bullpups - it’s all about the
balance and pointability.

There’s a proper air-stripping cone
inside the barrel shroud.

The cocking effort is still
‘substantial’ but I think it’s
decreased with use.

Model: P10 Shorty
Manufacturer: SMK
Country of origin: China

The intermount I found worked a treat.
Now I’ll centralise it, purely to neaten
things up ... and because I’m a bit of a tart.

WARTS ‘N’ ALL
As stated in last month’s test, I’d
get an adjustable butt pad fitted to
the Shorty, and subsequent testing
has nailed this one for me. The
importance of correct head/eye
alignment cannot be overstated,
with bullpups or any other type of
rifle, and a height-variable pad
helps enormously with this. Get the
fit and alignment right, and you’ll
really experience what bullpups,
and this one in particular, can do
for your shooting.
Next on my P10 ‘to do’ list would
be either high mounts or a set of
raiser blocks. The scope rail of this
rifle is of the Picatinny/Weaver
design, so a set of blocks that
clamps via this system, but offers

Price: £489
Type: Pre-charged, multi-shot, bullpup

This rifle is worth the investment,
and that’s perhaps the greatest
compliment I can pay it.

A MONTH ON
Meanwhile, let’s see how the SMK
P10 Shorty fared once a tin-and-ahalf of pellets had passed through
it. In short, there’s been little
change worth reporting. It’s not
particularly interesting, but that’s
what has happened. I think I can
feel a degree of increased
smoothness in the trigger action,
and maybe that hefty cocking
action has eased a fraction, but
apart from that, there’s nothing
new.
I took the P10 through a complete
charge of 220 bar, and the cream of

“I’ve been little short of
astonished by the performance”
the standard dovetails to the scope
mounts would be a totally practical
upgrade.
I’ll complete the upgrade
hat-trick with a suggestion for a
more accommodating cheek piece,
although the compact and bijou
one supplied mirrors the P10 in
that it does a surprisingly good job
just as it is. Perhaps the ideal
upgrade would be to have a
complete stock made for this little
sporter, and if I owned one I’d
seriously consider doing just that.

that crop of shots could be skimmed
off the first 96 pellets to fly over the
chrono’. Mind you, the next 30 shots
would group inside 40mm at 45
yards, so that shot count can
genuinely be classed as ‘plenty more
than you’ll need in the real world’.

MAG’ FUNCTION
I had intended to dismantle the
P10’s 10-shot, removable, rotary
magazine, and it has a tempting
half-dozen fixing screws holding it
together, so a swift twiddle with a

turnscrew would have revealed all.
The thing is, that mag’ has
performed faultlessly and I didn’t
want to mess with it, so I didn’t.
There’s a need to seat each pellet
fully, but beyond that, the P10’s
magazine is a no-brainer to use.
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sporter
Calibre: .22, .177
Cocking: Bolt-action
Loading: Via removable, rotary 10-shot
magazine
Trigger: 2-stage, adjustable
Stock type: Ambidextrous, hardwood

OUTPUT

Weight: 3.7kg (8.5lbs), unscoped

Muzzle energy has dropped
insignificantly from 11.5 ft.lbs. to
11.3, using the Daystate Kaiser
pellets I settled on last month, and
I took the advice from that trusted
technical friend I consulted and
gave the Shorty’s barrel a thorough
clean using a pull-through. The
11.5 ft.lbs. was restored, and the
rifle’s accuracy … remained as
impressive as it was from the start.
I’d recommend a barrel clean after
each tin of 500 pellets, just to
promote peace of mind more than
anything else.

Length: 790mm (31ins)
Fill pressure: 220 bar
Shots per charge: 100-plus in .22
Variation over 50 shots: 9 fps for .22 on
test
Average energy: 11.3 ft.lbs.
Contact: Your nearest SMK dealer or
www.sportsmk.co.uk

RRP £489.00

VERDICT
In simple terms, I have been little
short of astonished by the
performance of this rifle. That’s it,
really, apart from the advice to try
one yourself – first making sure
that it fits you and your personal
head/eye arrangement – and the
amazement will begin. I’m still not
sure how SMK are offering this
much for the money, but I know
there will be plenty of airgunners
who’ll be seriously glad they are. n

See how the trigger blade is connected
via a rod to the mechanism.
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tech SPEC

The SMK P10 Shorty is an almost
unbelievable package for the
money.
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